Number these sentences to put them in the order they happen in the story.

___ It was a close-run thing, but Cheetah won.

___ Rabbit won the race EASILY.

___ Frog won EASILY. (In a car)

___ Frog got a present. The present was a medal and written on it were the words: “For Frog, for Super, Extreme Speed”.

___ Frog won EASILY. (On a bicycle)

___ Frog is getting rather good at playing the trumpet. In fact, he thinks he will soon be the BEST.

___ Bits of the rocket flew in all directions. Frog flew too.

___ Hound won the race hands down.
Number these sentences to put them in the order they happen in the story.

__5__ It was a close-run thing, but Cheetah won.

__1__ Rabbit won the race EASILY.

__4__ Frog won EASILY. (In a car)

__7__ Frog got a present. The present was a medal and written on it were the words: “For Frog, for Super, Extreme Speed”.

__2__ Frog won EASILY. (On a bicycle)

__8__ Frog is getting rather good at playing the trumpet. In fact, he thinks he will soon be the BEST.

__6__ Bits of the rocket flew in all directions. Frog flew too.

__3__ Hound won the race hands down.